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MINE TO PROTECT. MINE TO PUNISH.Â MINE.I&apos;m a lone wolf, and I like it that way.

Banished from my birth pack after a bloodbath, I never wanted a mate.Then I meet Kylie. My

temptation. We&apos;re trapped in an elevator together, and her panic almost makes her pass out

in my arms. She&apos;s strong, but broken. And she&apos;s hiding something.My wolf wants to

claim her. But she&apos;s human, and her delicate flesh won&apos;t survive a wolf&apos;s

mark.I&apos;m too dangerous. I should stay away. But when I discover she&apos;s the hacker who

nearly took down my company, I demand she submit to my punishment. And she will.Kylie belongs

to me.Publisher&apos;s Note: Â Alpha&apos;s Temptation is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy

Alphas series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha wolf with a

penchant for protecting and dominating his female. If such material offends you, do not buy this

book.
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OMG I LOVE THIS BOOK!!! I so love Renee and Lee's writing style. Alpha's Temptation is the first



in more to come. I was so excited to see that we are going to get another book in the series from

them again. YEAH!!! Next book is Alpha's Danger and I cant wait.

Written well and really fun to read. A tad predictable at the halfway mark, but still really enjoyable.

Can't wait for book two!

A new book series in the Alpha world created by Renee Rose. It can be read as a stand alone. You

donÃ¢Â€Â™t miss any background if you havenÃ¢Â€Â™t read them. But if you love this book, do go

and read ReneeÃ¢Â€Â™s other AlphaÃ¢Â€Â™s books.This collaboration with Lee Savino make for

one funny, sexy and action packed book. Once I started reading I couldn't put this book down. Kylie

is smart, feisty, strong and loves superheroes. Jackson is a strong, dominant but lonely Alpha. They

meet while they get stuck in a elevator. Their banter made me laugh out. The story is full of action

and very steamy scenes which kept me reading page after page until the end. And I loved the inside

Wolf speech, it made me laugh everytime.Looking forward to book 2.

Renee Rose and Lee Savino are both Alphas when it comes to writing shifter stories, and when they

team up, hold on to your keyboard! Once I picked it up, there was just no safe place for me to put it

down because I always wanted to see what was coming up.This book takes place in the same world

that Renee Rose's Alpha series does, but aren't part of that series, so if you pick this one up you

aren't going to miss anything by not having read that series. In fact, it's the start of its own

series.Kylie, adorable hacker chick and Jackson, billionaire geek, just like Tony Stark, and Alpha

werewolf had a run in years before when Kylie managed to hack his serious protections on his

business when she was just a teenager. It left her with a crush and Jackson trying to find her. Nine

years later, she walks into his company for a job interview and gets stuck in a stuck elevator with

him. She didn't know who he was because it was dark. He instantly becomes protective over her,

which confuses him. Then she gets the job, but there is a menacing reason for her getting hired.Will

they mate? Will they be able to survive their respective pasts to create a future together? Will

Jackson punish Kylie? Well, knowing these two authors, you can probably guess the answer to the

last one.The story is hot, as it always is when Renee Rose or Lee Savino write, and put the two of

them together and you get a sexy, funny, hot ride.

Come meet Kylie and Jackson. Both alphas in their own right, one not understanding the pull to the

other. Kylie is human and has had a crush on a man she's never met since she was 16. Now she



works for him and is drawn to him like no other. Jackson is a werewolf and a lone wolf alpha. He's

drawn to Kylie and knows she is his mate but since she's human he can't mate her or she may die.

Both are stubborn, both are strong characters. Both also have a tragic past that they need to fight

through.I liked this book. Kylie and Jackson were both great characters, I loved seeing the fight in

both of them as they try, for different reasons, to stay away from each other. The hacker and the

CEO was a different storyline for me, I definitely enjoyed the new. The pacing was a bit off, slow in

some places and too fast in others, but didn't take away from the story. The sex was hot, Jackson is

certainly swoon worthy. He makes you like him even through his dumb man mistakes!I'd definitely

recommend this book to PNR lovers, there's romance, mystery, sex, and a few twists I didn't see

coming.

Alpha's Temptation is the first in a new series of paranormal shapeshifter erotic romances by the

very talented authors Renee Rose and Lee Savino. I fell in love with this story, and I think you will

as well.Jackson King is the CEO and founder of SeCure, a data security company located in

Tucson, Arizona. He's built the company from the ground up. Although he's wealthy beyond belief,

he now hates his job as CEO when all he really cares about is writing code and getting into the real

business of the company, like he did when he first started. He's a solitary, lonely, unhappy man. But

when fate literally throws claustrophobic new job applicant Kylie McDaniel into his arms in a very

small and disabled elevator car, things suddenly take a change, and not necessarily for the better.

You see, Jackson isn't only the CEO of SeCure. He's an alpha wolf shifter, a lone wolf without a

pack. And he has secrets and problems of which no one is aware. Kylie also has her own secrets,

secrets that are just as dangerous and life-threatening to her as Jackson's are to him. There's an

instant attraction between the two, one that both fight for differing and very valid reasons but they

fight it nonetheless.Against this backdrop, there are also hidden dangers against Jackson, his

company, Kylie, and her remaining family. All of these seem inexplicably intertwined. What, exactly,

is going on? Who's behind the threats to both Jackson and Kylie? No one seems to know if the

threats are even serious enough to take seriously, much less where they're coming from. And what

of the attraction between Kylie and Jackson? Jackson has very good reason to stay away from

Kylie. She's human. He's a shifter. He can't give in to the attraction. That could prove deadly! But

there are secrets surrounding both of which neither are aware. Will those secrets come to light? If

so, how will they affect Kylie, Jackson, and the people they love and hold dear to their hearts? For

there are truly life-altering and potentially lethal events building around them every day, and if they

don't listen to their instincts and pay attention with great care, it could bring their entire worlds



crashing down around them.Renee Rose and Lee Savino are both unbelievable authors. I've long

been a fan of both, and I've truly taken great delight in reading every one of their books that I can

get my hands on. Alpha's Temptation is an exceptional beginning to a new erotic paranormal series.

I absolutely loved this book and flew through it. I was pulled into the story from the moment I started

reading. I can't wait for the next book in this series! I give Alpha's Temptation my highest

recommendation. Thank you, Renee and Lee, for giving us such an wonderful book that

demonstrates just how truly talented you both are as authors and your extraordinary writing

gifts!One final note. Please be an informed reader and consumer! This is an ADULT book. It

contains explicit language and sexual scenes. If you don't enjoy this genre, think hard before buying

any book you know you won't enjoy. There are book synopses and reviews available on Goodreads

and all booksellers' websites. USE THESE RESOURCES. DON'T LEAVE A NEGATIVE REVIEW

WHEN YOU KNOW YOU WON'T ENJOY THE BOOK. IT'S NOT FAIR TO THE AUTHOR! She

works extremely hard to provide a quality work product. If you know you'll object to the book's

subject matter before you buy it, you're doing yourself and the author an extreme disservice.Thanks

for reading my review and happy reading!
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